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All levels of the Legislative Branch
should create only laws and offices that
The Constitution of the United States of
America authorizes. See Articles 1 & 6.
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If we want Clean Honest Government, The unanimous Declaration of the united States of America is our Authority over
government. Among other aspects; it tells us who is eligible
to vote and how to count our votes.

All levels of the Executive Branch should
only enforce Constitutionally authorized
Legislative acts. See Articles 2 & 6.

CleanHonestGov.Com shows us how to control government.
Getting and Keeping Clean Honest Government requires one
thing. Trust each other enough to properly count our votes.
With this we must ask: Do all registered voters – vote?
Many people respond with the obvious “no”.
Our binding contract states: “Governments are instituted
among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of
the governed”.

All levels of the Judicial Branch must
first judge the law, as written under original meaning, against The Constitution of
the United States of America, as written
under original meaning — to determine if
that law violates the Constitution. Only if that law is consti tutional , may the facts be tried, as to whether the accused violated the law in question, or not. See Articles 3 & 6.

Simply put:
1. It creates a default non-consent voter position.
2. It requires whom or what ever on the ballot get the majority of the total number of registered voter's consent — or
fail for lack thereof.
3. A person registered as a voter, who does not submit any
form of ballot to the polling station — simply has not consented to any thing or any one on that ballot. Non-consent
is a valid countable vote.

A Pledge to Government
I pledge Allegiance to the flag of The United States of America
and to the Republic for which it stands,
one nation under God, indivisible, with Liberty and Justice for all.

From The Constitution of the United States of America, Article 4, Section 4: The United States shall guarantee to every
State in this Union a Republic an Form of Government ,

It is our duty to Drain Our Political Swamp!

----

This vote-count practice alone would keep over 90% of all
politicians out of elected offices — for lack of consent . It is
our duty to Drain Our Political Swamp!

See other side for our nation's true pledge to each other, as
united States Americans.

Our Nation's True Pledge—since 1776
"And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm
reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we
mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes
and our sacred Honor. "
With the Declaration's Purpose — Equally securing all
our rights — this pledge makes sense:
This is our pledge to each other, as united States Americans.
Our rights list is identical for everyone. Individuals choose
and value some rights more than others.
Seeing your rights unjustly attacked , it is not my right — it
is my duty as a united States American to help you defend
your rights , whether I like you or not — and especially if I
do not like you or the right you exercise.
In defending each other's rights, we equally secure our own.

From: The unanimous Declaration of the united
States of America
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are cre ated equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness. —That to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed , — That whenever
any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to in stitute new Government....
####

What are rights?
Rights are nothing other then actions: (religion, speech, press,
assembly, petition, keep, bear, vote, alter, abolish, sleep,
drive, smoke, drink, etc.) Rights are actions.
####
From: The Constitution of the United States of America,
Amendment 9 – The enumeration in the Constitution, of cer tain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.
####
Amendment 10 – The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States,
are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
####
What these documents tell us is really simple; —The govern ment mission: secure our rights . To accomplish this task, the
governed people grant powers to government.
If a specific action/right is not listed in The Constitution, it is
tyranny, despotism, and treason for government to exercise
any power over an unlisted right. Our rights are limitless.
Government power is limited .
The government is granted a means by which to obtain
our authority. It is call The Constitution of the United States
of America, Article 5, the amendment article. Government
officers declare their public oath to support and defend it, re newing the contract, thus admitting it is up to date.
####
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